ABSTRACT

Developers typically rely on regression testing techniques to ensure that their changes do not break existing functionality. Unfortunately, these techniques suffer from flaky tests, which can both pass and fail when run multiple times on the same version of code and tests. One prominent type of flaky tests is order-dependent (OD) tests, which are tests that pass when run in one order but fail when run in another order. Although OD tests may cause flaky-test failures, OD tests can help developers run their tests faster by allowing them to share resources. We propose to make regression testing techniques dependent-test-aware to reduce flaky-test failures.

To understand the necessity of dependent-test-aware regression testing techniques, we conduct the first study on the impact of OD tests on three regression testing techniques: test prioritization, test selection, and test parallelization. In particular, we implement 4 test prioritization, 6 test selection, and 2 test parallelization algorithms, and we evaluate them on 11 Java modules with OD tests. When we run the orders produced by the traditional, dependent-test-unaware regression testing algorithms, 82% of human-written test suites and 100% of automatically-generated test suites with OD tests have at least one flaky-test failure.

We develop a general approach for enhancing regression testing algorithms to make them dependent-test-aware, and apply our approach to 12 algorithms. Compared to traditional, unenhanced regression testing algorithms, the enhanced algorithms use provided test dependencies to produce orders with different permutations or extra tests. Our evaluation shows that, in comparison to the orders produced by unenhanced algorithms, the orders produced by enhanced algorithms (1) have overall 80% fewer flaky-test failures due to OD tests, and (2) may add extra tests but run only 1% slower on average. Our results suggest that enhancing regression testing algorithms to be dependent-test-aware can substantially reduce flaky-test failures with only a minor slowdown to run the tests.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Developers rely on regression testing, the practice of running tests after every change, to check that the changes do not break existing functionalities. Researchers have proposed a variety of regression testing techniques to improve regression testing. These regression testing techniques produce an order (a permutation of a subset of tests in the test suite) in which to run tests. Examples of such traditional regression testing techniques include test prioritization (run all tests in a different order with the goal of finding failures sooner) [37, 40, 45, 56, 57, 62], test selection (run only a subset of tests whose outcome can change due to the code changes) [20, 32, 35, 51, 52, 70], and test parallelization (schedule tests to run across multiple machines) [38, 41, 50, 63].

Unfortunately, regression testing techniques suffer from flaky tests, which are tests that can both pass and fail when run multiple times on the same version of code and tests [42, 47–49]. Flaky-test failures mislead developers into thinking that their changes break existing functionalities, wasting the developers’ productivity as they search for non-existent faults in their changes. In fact, Herzig et al. [33] reported that test result inspections, which include verifying whether a test failure is a flaky-test failure, can cost about $7.2 million per year for products such as Microsoft Dynamics. Flaky-test failures can also lead developers to start ignoring test failures during builds. Specifically, a recent study [64] has reported how developers ignore flaky-test failures. Another study [54] found that when developers ignored flaky-test failures during a build, the deployed build experienced more crashes than builds that did not contain flaky-test failures. Harman and O’Hearn [31] have even suggested that all tests should be assumed flaky and that regression testing techniques should be improved to reduce flaky-test failures.
One prominent type of flaky tests is order-dependent (OD) tests [44, 47, 72]. An OD test is a test that passes or fails depending only on the order in which the test is run. Typically, the order in which OD tests pass is the order in which developers prefer to run the tests; we refer to this order as the original order. Running the tests in orders other than the original order may cause flaky-test failures from OD tests, which we refer to as OD-test failures.

Although OD tests may cause OD-test failures, OD tests can help developers run their tests faster by allowing the tests to share resources [6]. For example, one test may create a database that another test uses, allowing the latter test to run faster as an OD test instead of recreating the database. Every popular Java testing framework already permits developers to specify dependencies among tests, including JUnit [2–4], TestNG [13], DepUnit [10], Cucumber [9], and Spock [1]. In fact, as of May 2020, the JUnit annotations @FixMethodOrder and @TestMethodOrder and the TestNG attributes dependsOnMethods and dependsOnGroups appear in over 197k Java files on GitHub.

Regression testing techniques should not assume that all tests are independent, since developers may still want OD tests. Specifically, these techniques should produce only test orders where each test has the same test outcome as it has when run in the original order. For example, if all of the tests pass in the original order, they should also pass in the order produced by a regression testing technique. However, traditional regression testing techniques may not achieve this goal if the test suite contains OD tests.

To understand how problematic the assumption of independent tests is in regression testing techniques as well as how necessary it is for these techniques to be dependent-test-aware, we conduct the first study on the impact of OD tests on traditional regression testing techniques. Based on prior literature, we implement 4 test prioritization, 6 test selection, and 2 test parallelization algorithms\(^1\). We apply each algorithm to 11 Java modules from 8 projects, obtained from a prior dataset of OD tests [44]. Each module contains tests written by developers, which we refer to as human-written tests, and at least one test in the module is an OD test. Due to the attractiveness of automatic test generation tools to reduce developers’ testing efforts, we also use Randoop [53], a state-of-the-art test generation tool, to obtain automatically-generated tests for each module. For both types of tests, all 12 regression testing algorithms produce orders that cause OD-test failures from tests that pass in the original order. Our findings provide empirical evidence that these regression testing algorithms should not ignore test dependencies.

We propose a new, general approach to enhance traditional regression testing algorithms to make them dependent-test-aware. Similar to unenhanced algorithms, our enhanced algorithms take as input the necessary metadata for the algorithms (e.g., coverage information for a test prioritization algorithm) and the original order. Besides the metadata, our enhanced algorithms also take as input a set of test dependencies (e.g., test t1 should be run only after running test t2). Our general approach enhances traditional algorithms by first using the traditional algorithms to produce an order, and then reordering or adding tests to the order such that any OD test is ordered and selected while satisfying the test dependencies. We evaluate our general approach by applying it to 12 regression testing algorithms and comparing the orders produced by the enhanced algorithms to those produced by the unenhanced ones. Specifically, we run both the enhanced and unenhanced algorithms on multiple versions of our evaluation projects. To evaluate our enhanced algorithms, we use DTDetector [72] to automatically compute a set of test dependencies. Our use of an automated tool to compute test dependencies demonstrates that even if developers are not manually specifying test dependencies in their projects now, they can still likely achieve the results of our work by using automated tools such as DTDetector. Ideally, one would automatically compute test dependencies frequently, so that they are up-to-date and orders produced with them would not cause OD-test failures. However, such an ideal is often infeasible because automatically computing these test dependencies can take substantial time. To imitate how developers may infrequently recompute test dependencies, for each of our evaluation projects we compute a set of test dependencies on one version and use them for future versions.

Our evaluation finds that the orders from the enhanced algorithms cause substantially fewer OD-test failures and run only marginally slower than the orders from the unenhanced algorithms. Although our enhanced algorithms may not be using the most up-to-date test dependencies, our evaluation still finds that the algorithms produce orders that have 80% fewer OD-test failures than the orders produced by the unenhanced algorithms. Furthermore, although our enhanced algorithms may add tests for test selection and parallelization, we find that the orders with extra tests run only 1% slower on average. Our results suggest that making regression testing algorithms dependent-test-aware can substantially reduce flaky-test failures with only a minor slowdown to run the tests.

This paper makes the following main contributions:

**Study.** A study of how OD tests affect traditional regression testing techniques such as test prioritization, test selection, and test parallelization. When we apply regression testing techniques to test suites containing OD tests, 82% of the human-written test suites and 100% of the automatically-generated test suites have at least one OD-test failure.

**Approach.** A general approach to enhance traditional regression testing techniques to be dependent-test-aware. We apply our general approach to 12 traditional, regression testing algorithms, and make them and our approach publicly available [8].

**Evaluation.** An evaluation of 12 traditional, regression testing algorithms enhanced with our approach, showing that the orders produced by the enhanced algorithms can have 80% fewer OD-test failures, while being only 1% slower than the orders produced by the unenhanced algorithms.

\(^1\)We refer to an algorithm as a specific implementation of a regression testing technique.

2 IMPACT OF DEPENDENT TESTS

To understand how often traditional regression testing techniques lead to flaky-test failures due to OD tests, denoted as OD-test failures, we evaluate a total of 12 algorithms from three well-known regression testing techniques on 11 Java modules from 8 real-world projects with test suites that contain OD tests.
Table 1: Four evaluated test prioritization algorithms from prior work [24].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Selection granularity</th>
<th>Ordered by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Total test coverage of each test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Additional statement coverage of each test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Total method coverage of each test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Additional method coverage of each test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Six evaluated test selection algorithms. The algorithms select a test if it covers new, deleted, or modified coverage elements. We also consider reordering the tests after selection. These algorithms form the basis of many other test selection algorithms [20, 51, 52, 55, 70].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Selection granularity</th>
<th>Ordered by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Test ID (no reordering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Total statement coverage of each test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Additional statement coverage of each test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Test ID (no reordering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Total method coverage of each test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Additional method coverage of each test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Two evaluated test parallelization algorithms. These algorithms are supported in industrial-strength tools [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Algorithm description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Parallelize on test ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Parallelize on test execution time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Traditional Regression Testing Techniques

Test prioritization, selection, and parallelization are traditional regression testing techniques that aim to detect faults faster than simply running all of the tests in the given test suite. We refer to the order in which developers typically run all of these tests as the original order. These traditional regression testing techniques produce orders (permutations of a subset of tests from the original order) that may not satisfy test dependencies.

2.1.1 Test Prioritization. Test prioritization aims to produce an order for running tests that would fail and indicate a fault sooner than later [67]. Prior work [24] proposed test prioritization algorithms that reorder tests based on their (1) total coverage of code components (e.g., statements, methods) and (2) additional coverage of code components not previously covered. These algorithms typically take as input coverage information from a prior version of the code and test suite, and they use that information to reorder the tests on future versions2. We evaluate 4 test prioritization algorithms proposed in prior work [24]. Table 1 gives a concise description of each algorithm. Namely, the algorithms reorder tests such that the ones with more total coverage of code components (statements or methods) are run earlier, or reorder tests with more additional coverage of code components not previously covered to run earlier.

2.1.2 Test Selection. Test selection aims to select and run a subsuite of a program’s tests after every change, but detect the same faults as if the full test suite is run [67]. We evaluate 6 test selection algorithms that select tests based on their coverage of modified code components [20, 32]; Table 2 gives a concise description of each algorithm. The algorithms use program analysis to select every test that may be affected by recent code modifications [32]. Each algorithm first builds a control-flow graph (CFG) for the then-current version of the program \( P_{\text{old}} \), runs \( P_{\text{old}} \)’s test suite, and maps each test to the set of CFG edges covered by the test. When the program is modified to \( P_{\text{new}} \), the algorithm builds \( P_{\text{new}} \)’s CFG and then selects the tests that cover “dangerous” edges: program points where \( P_{\text{old}} \) and \( P_{\text{new}} \)’s CFGs differ. We choose to select based on two levels of code-component granularity traditionally evaluated before, namely statements and methods [67]. We then order the selected tests. Ordering by test ID (an integer representing the position of the test in the original order) essentially does no reordering, while the other orderings make the algorithm a combination of test selection followed by test prioritization.

2.1.3 Test Parallelization. Test parallelization schedules the input tests for execution across multiple machines to reduce test latency—the time to run all tests. Two popular automated approaches for test parallelization are to parallelize a test suite based on (1) test ID and (2) execution time from prior runs [7]. A test ID is an integer representing the position of the test in the original order. We evaluate one test parallelization algorithm based on each approach (as described in Table 3). The algorithm that parallelizes based on test ID schedules the \( i^{\text{th}} \) test on machine \( i \mod k \), where \( k \) is the number of available machines and \( i \) is the test ID. The algorithm that parallelizes based on the tests’ execution time (obtained from a prior execution) iteratively schedules each test on the machine that is expected to complete the earliest based on the tests already scheduled so far on that machine. We evaluate each test parallelization algorithm with \( k = 2, 4, 8, \) and 16 machines.

2.2 Evaluation Projects

Our evaluation projects consist of 11 modules from 8 Maven-based Java projects. These 11 modules are a subset of modules from the comprehensive version of a published dataset of flaky tests [44]. We include all of the modules (from the dataset) that contain OD tests, except for eight modules that we exclude because they are either incompatible with the tool that we use to compute coverage information or they contain OD tests where the developers have already specified test orderings in which the OD tests should run in. A list of which modules that we exclude from the dataset and the reasons for why we exclude them are on our website [8].

In addition to the existing human-written tests, we also evaluate automatically-generated tests. Automated test generation tools [21, 22, 25, 53, 73] are attractive because they reduce developers’ testing efforts. These tools typically generate tests by creating sequences of method calls into the code under test. Although the tests are meant to be generated independently from one another, these tools often do not enforce test independence because doing so can substantially increase the runtime of the tests (e.g., restarting the VM between each generated test). This optimization results in automatically-generated test suites occasionally containing OD tests. Given the increasing importance of automatically-generated tests in both research and industrial use, we also investigate them for OD tests.
Specifically, we use Randoop [53] version 3.1.5, a state-of-the-art random test generation tool. We configure Randoop to generate at most 5,000 tests for each evaluation project, and to drop tests that are subsumed by other tests (tests whose sequence of method calls is a subsequence of those in other tests).

2.3 Methodology

Regression testing algorithms analyze one version of code to obtain metadata such as coverage or time information for every test so that they can compute specific orders for future versions. For each of our evaluation projects, we treat the version of the project used in the published dataset [44] as the latest version in a sequence of versions. In our evaluation, we define a “version” for a project as a particular commit that has a change for the module containing the OD test, and the change consists of code changes to a Java file. Furthermore, the code must compile and all tests must pass through Maven. We go back at most 10 versions from this latest version to obtain the First Version (denoted as firstVer) of each project. We may not obtain 10 versions for an evaluation project if it does not have enough commits that satisfy our requirements, e.g., commits that are old may not be compilable anymore due to missing dependencies. We refer to each subsequent version after firstVer as a subseqVer. For our evaluation, we use firstVer to obtain the metadata for the regression testing algorithms, and we evaluate the use of such information on the subseqVer. We choose randomization because prior work [44, 72] found it to be the most effective strategy in terms of time cost when finding OD tests. The DT Detector tool is sound but incomplete, i.e., every OD test that DT Detector finds is a real OD test, but DT Detector is not guaranteed to find every OD test in the test suite. Thus, the reported number is a lower bound of the total number of OD tests. Column “# OD tests” in Table 4 reports the number of OD tests that DT Detector finds when it is run on all versions of our evaluation projects.

There are flaky tests that can pass or fail on the same version of code but are not OD tests (e.g., flaky tests due to concurrency). For all of the test suites, we run each test suite 100 times in its original order and record the tests that fail as flaky but not as OD tests. We use this set of non-order-dependent flaky tests to ensure that the tests that fail on versions after firstVer are likely OD tests and not other types of flaky tests.

### Table 4: Statistics of the projects used in our evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>LOC Source</th>
<th>Tests Human</th>
<th>Tests Auto</th>
<th># OD tests Human</th>
<th># OD tests Auto</th>
<th># Evaluation versions</th>
<th>Days between versions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>apache/incubator-dubbo - m1</td>
<td>2394</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>2 (2%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>- m2</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2857</td>
<td>3 (8%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>- m3</td>
<td>2716</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>8 (12%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>- m4</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2238</td>
<td>14 (19%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>apache/struts</td>
<td>3015</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4190</td>
<td>4 (7%)</td>
<td>1 (-1%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>dropwizard/dropwizard</td>
<td>1718</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>2 (-1%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>elasticjob/elastic-job-lite</td>
<td>5323</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>9 (2%)</td>
<td>4 (1%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>jfree/jfreechart</td>
<td>93915</td>
<td>2176</td>
<td>1233</td>
<td>1 (-1%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>kevinsawicki/http-request</td>
<td>1358</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4537</td>
<td>21 (13%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>undertow-io/undertow</td>
<td>4977</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>967</td>
<td>6 (12%)</td>
<td>1 (-1%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>wildfly/wildfly</td>
<td>7022</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>42 (54%)</td>
<td>20 (14%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total / Average / Median</td>
<td>122803</td>
<td>3372</td>
<td>18637</td>
<td>111 (3%)</td>
<td>28 (-1%)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Results

Table 5 and Table 6 summarize our results (parallelization is averaged across \( k = 2, 4, 8, \) and 16). The exact number of OD-test failures for each regression testing algorithm is available on our website [8]. In Table 5, each cell shows the percentage of unique OD tests that fail in all of the orders produced by the algorithms of a technique over the number of known OD tests for that specific evaluation project. Cells with a “n/a” represent test suites (of evaluation projects) that do not contain any OD tests according to DTDetector and the regression testing algorithms. The “Total” row shows the percentage of OD tests that fail across all evaluation projects per technique over all OD tests found by DTDetector. In Table 6, each cell shows the percentage of OD tests across all evaluation projects that fail per algorithm. The dependent tests that fail in any two cells of Table 6 may not be distinct from one another.

On average, 3% of human-written tests and <1% of automatically-generated tests are OD tests. Although the percentage of OD tests may be low, the effect that these tests have on regression testing algorithms is substantial. More specifically, almost every project’s human-written test suite has at least one OD-test failure in an order produced by one or more regression testing algorithms (the only exceptions are jfree/jfreechart (M8) and wildfly/wildfly (M11)). These OD-test failures waste developers’ time or delay the discovery of a real fault.

According to Table 6, it may seem that algorithms that order tests by Total coverage (T1, T3, S2, S5) always have fewer OD-test failures than their respective algorithms that order tests by Additional coverage (T2, T4, S3, S6), particularly for test prioritization algorithms. However, when we investigate the algorithm and module that best exhibit this difference, namely kevinsawicki/http-request’s (M9) test prioritization results, we find that this one case is largely responsible for the discrepancies that we see for the test prioritization algorithms. Specifically, M9 contains 0 OD-test failures for T1 and T3, but 14 and 24 OD-test failures for T2 and T4, respectively. All OD tests that fail for M9’s T2 and T4 would fail when one particular test is run before them; we refer to this test that runs before as the dependee test. The dependent tests all have similar coverage, so in the Additional orders, these tests are not consecutive and many of them come later in the orders. The one dependee test then comes in between some dependent tests, causing the ones that come later than the dependee test to fail. In the Total orders, the dependee test has lower coverage than the dependent tests and is always later in the orders. If we omit M9’s prioritization results, we no longer observe any substantial difference in the number of OD-test failures between the Total coverage and Additional coverage algorithms.

### 2.4.1 Impact on Test Prioritization

Test prioritization algorithms produce orders that cause OD-test failures for the human-written test suites in eight evaluation projects. For automatically-generated test suites, test prioritization algorithms produce orders that cause OD-test failures in three projects. Our findings suggest that orders produced by test prioritization algorithms are more likely to cause OD-test failures in automatically-generated test suites than human-written test suites. Overall, we find that test prioritization algorithms produce orders that cause 23% of the human-written OD tests and 54% of the automatically-generated OD tests to fail.

### 2.4.2 Impact on Test Selection

Test selection algorithms produce orders that cause OD-test failures for the human-written test suites in seven evaluation projects and for the automatically-generated test suites in one project. These test selection algorithms produce orders that cause 24% of the human-written OD tests and 4% of the automatically-generated OD tests to fail. The algorithms that do not reorder a test suite (S1 and S4) produce orders that cause fewer OD-test failures than the algorithms that do reorder. This finding suggests that while selecting tests itself is a factor, reordering tests is generally a more important factor that leads to OD-test failures.

### 2.4.3 Impact on Test Parallelization

Test parallelization algorithms produce orders that cause OD-test failures because the algorithms may schedule an OD test on a different machine than the test(s) that it depends on. We again find that the parallelization algorithm that reorders tests, P2, produces orders that cause more OD-test failures than P1. This result reaffirms our finding from Section 2.4.2 that reordering tests has a greater impact on OD-test failures than selecting tests. The percentages reported in Table 5 and Table 6 are calculated from the combined set of OD tests that fail due to parallelization algorithms for \( k = 2, 4, 8, \) and 16 machines. The orders of these algorithms cause 5% of the human-written OD tests and 36% of the automatically-generated OD tests to fail on average.

### 2.5 Findings

Our study suggests the following two main findings:

1. **Regression testing algorithms that reorder tests in the given test suite are more likely to experience OD test failures than algorithms that do not reorder tests in the test suite.**

   We see this effect both by comparing test selection algorithms that do not reorder tests (S1 and S4) to those that do, as well as comparing a test parallelization algorithm, P2, which does reorder tests, to P1, which does not. Developers using algorithms that reorder tests
would especially benefit from our dependent-test-aware algorithms described in Section 3.

(2) Human-written and automatically-generated test suites are likely to fail due to test dependencies. As shown in Table 5, we find that regression testing algorithms produce orders that cause OD-test failures in 82% (9 / 11) of human-written test suites with OD tests, compared to the 100% (5 / 5) of automatically-generated test suites. Both percentages are substantial and showcase the likelihood of OD-test failures when using traditional regression testing algorithms that are unaware of OD tests.

3 DEPENDENT-TEST-AWARE REGRESSION TESTING TECHNIQUES

When a developer conducts regression testing, there are two options: running the tests in the original order or running the tests in the order produced by a regression testing algorithm. When the developer runs the tests in the original order, a test might fail because either (1) there is a fault somewhere in the program under test, or (2) the test is flaky but it is not a OD test (e.g., flaky due to concurrency). However, when using a traditional regression testing algorithm, there is a third reason for why tests might fail: the produced orders may not be satisfying the test dependencies. Algorithms that are susceptible to this third reason do not adhere to a primary design goal of regression testing algorithms. Specifically, the orders produced by these algorithms should not cause OD-test failures: if the tests all pass in the original order, then the algorithms should produce only orders in which all of the tests pass (and dually, if tests fail in the original order, then the algorithms should produce only orders in which these tests fail). Since many real-world test suites contain OD tests, a regression testing algorithm that assumes its input contains no OD tests can produce orders that cause OD-test failures, violating this primary design goal (which we see from our results in Section 2).

We propose that regression testing techniques should be dependent-test-aware to remove OD-test failures. Our general approach completely removes all possible OD-test failures with respect to the input test dependencies. In practice, such test dependencies may or may not always be complete (all test dependencies that prevent OD-test failures are provided) or minimal (only test dependencies that are needed to prevent OD-test failures are provided). Nevertheless, our general approach requires as input an original order, a set of test dependencies, and an order outputted by a traditional regression testing algorithm to output an updated, enhanced order that satisfies the given test dependencies.

3.1 Example

Figure 1 shows an illustrated example of the orders produced by an unenhanced algorithm and its corresponding enhanced algorithm. The unenhanced algorithm does not take test dependencies into account, and therefore may produce orders that cause OD-test failures. Specifically, the unenhanced algorithm produces the Unenhanced Order. On the other hand, the enhanced algorithm produces the Enhanced Order, a test order that satisfies the provided test dependencies of the test suite. The enhanced algorithm does so by first using the unenhanced algorithm to produce the Unenhanced Order and then enforcing the test dependencies on the order by reordering or adding tests.

We define two different types of test dependencies, positive and negative dependencies. A positive test dependency \( p \rightarrow d \) denotes that for OD test \( d \) to pass, it should be run only after running test \( p \). The test that \( d \) depends on. A negative test dependency \( n \rightarrow d \) denotes that for OD test \( d \) to pass, it should not be run after test \( n \). Previous work [61] refers to test \( p \) as a state-setter and test \( d \) in a positive dependency as a brittle. It also refers to test \( n \) as a polluter and \( d \) in a negative dependency as a victim. For simplicity, we refer to the tests that OD tests depend on (i.e., \( p \) and \( n \)) as dependee tests. For both types of dependencies, the dependee and OD test do not need to be run consecutively, but merely in an order that adheres to the specified dependencies.

In Figure 1, there is a single, positive test dependency \( t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \) in the input test dependencies. \( t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \) denotes that the OD test \( t_2 \) should be run only after running test \( t_1 \). In the Unenhanced Order, the positive test dependency \( t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \) is not satisfied and \( t_2 \) will fail. Our enhanced algorithm prevents the OD-test failure of \( t_2 \) by modifying the outputted order of the unenhanced algorithm so that the test dependency \( t_2 \) should be run only after running \( t_1 \) is satisfied in the Enhanced Order.

3.2 General Approach for Enhancing Regression Testing Algorithms

Figure 2 shows our general algorithm, enhanceOrder, for enhancing an order produced by a traditional regression testing algorithm to become dependent-test-aware. enhanceOrder takes as input \( T_u \), which is the order produced by the traditional unenhanced algorithm that enhanceOrder is enhancing (this order can be a different permutation or subset of \( T_{orig} \)), the set of test dependencies \( D \), and the original test suite \( T_{orig} \), which is an ordered list of tests in the original order. While in theory one could provide test dependencies that are not linearizable (e.g., both \( t_1 \rightarrow t_2 \) and \( t_2 \rightarrow t_1 \) in \( D \)), we assume that the provided test dependencies are linearizable, and \( T_{orig} \) is the tests’ one total order that satisfies all of the test dependencies in \( D \). For this reason, enhanceOrder does not check for cycles within \( D \). Based on \( T_u \), enhanceOrder uses the described inputs to output a new order \( T_e \) that satisfies the provided test dependencies \( D \).

enhanceOrder starts with an empty enhanced order \( T_e \) and then adds each test in the unenhanced order \( T_u \) into \( T_e \) using the addTest function (Line 7). To do so, enhanceOrder first computes \( T_e \), the set
enhanceOrder(T_u, D, T_orig):
1: \( T_e \leftarrow [] \)
2: \( P \leftarrow \{(p \rightarrow d) \in D\} \) // Positive test dependencies
3: \( N \leftarrow \{(n \rightarrow d) \in D\} \) // Negative test dependencies
4: \( T_u \leftarrow T_u \circ (P^{-1})^\ast \) // Get all transitive positive dependee tests
5: for \( t : T_u \) do // Iterate \( T_u \) sequence in order
6: if \( t \in T_e \) then continue end if
7: \( T_e \leftarrow \text{addTest}(t, T_e, T_u, T_orig, T_u, P, N) \)
8: end for
9: return \( T_e \)

addTest(t, T_e, T_u, T_orig, T_u, P, N):
10: \( B \leftarrow \{t' \in T_u \cup T_u | (t' \rightarrow t) \in P \lor (t \rightarrow t') \in N\} \)
11: \( L \leftarrow \text{sort}(B \cap T_u, \text{orderBy}(T_u)) \circ \text{sort}(B \setminus T_u, \text{orderBy}())\)
12: for \( b : L \) do // Iterate the before tests in order of \( L \)
13: if \( b \in T_e \) then continue end if
14: \( T_e \leftarrow \text{addTest}(b, T_e, T_u, T_orig, T_u, P, N) \)
15: end for
16: return \( T_e \cup \{t\} \)

Figure 2: General approach to enhance an order from traditional regression testing algorithms.

of tests that the tests in \( T_u \) transitivity depend on from the positive test dependencies (Line 4). \( T_u \) represents the tests that the traditional test selection or parallelization algorithms did not include in \( T_u \), but they are needed for OD tests in \( T_u \) to pass. enhanceOrder then iterates through \( T_u \) in order (Line 5) to minimize the perturbations that it makes to the optimal order found by the traditional unenhanced algorithm. The addTest function adds a test \( t \) into the current \( T_e \) while ensuring that all of the provided test dependencies are satisfied. Once all of \( T_u \)’s tests are added into \( T_e \), enhanceOrder returns \( T_e \).

On a high-level, the function addTest has the precondition that all of the tests in the current enhanced order \( T_e \) have their test dependencies satisfied in \( T_e \), and addTest has the postcondition that test \( t \) is added to the end of \( T_e \) (Line 16) and all tests in \( T_e \) still have their test dependencies satisfied. To satisfy these conditions, addTest starts by obtaining all of the tests that need to run before the input test \( t \) (Line 10), represented as the set of tests \( B \).

The tests in \( B \) are all of the dependee tests within the positive test dependencies \( P \) for \( t \), i.e., all tests \( p \) where \( (p \rightarrow t) \) are in \( P \). Note that these additional tests must come from either \( T_u \) or \( T_u \) (the additional tests that the traditional algorithm does not add to \( T_u \)). Line 10 just includes into \( B \) the direct dependee tests of \( t \) and not those that it indirectly depends on; these indirect dependee tests are added to \( T_e \) through the recursive call to addTest (Line 14). The tests in \( B \) also include the dependee tests within the negative test dependencies \( N \) whose dependee test is \( t \), i.e., all tests \( d \) where \( (t \rightarrow d) \) are in \( N \). addTest does not include test \( d \) that depends on \( t \) from the negative test dependencies if \( d \) is not in \( T_u \) or \( T_u \). Conceptually, these are tests that the unenhanced algorithm originally did not find necessary to include (i.e., for test selection the test is not affected by the change, or for test parallelization the test is scheduled on another machine), and they are also not needed to prevent any OD tests already included in \( T_u \) from failing.

Once addTest obtains all of the tests that need to run before \( t \), it then adds all of these tests into the enhanced order \( T_e \), which addTest accomplishes by recursively calling addTest on each of these tests (Line 14). Line 11 first sorts these tests based on their order in the unenhanced order \( T_u \). This sorting is to minimize the perturbations that it makes to the optimal order found by the unenhanced algorithm. For any additional tests not in \( T_u \) (tests added through \( T_u \)), they are sorted to appear at the end and based on their order in the original order, providing a deterministc ordering for our evaluation (in principle, one can use any topological order). Once all of the tests that must run before \( t \) are included into \( T_e \), addTest adds \( t \) (Line 16).

OD-test failures may still arise even when using an enhanced algorithm because the provided test dependencies (\( D \)) may not be complete. For example, a developer may forget to manually specify some test dependencies, and even if the developer uses an automatic tool for computing test dependencies, such tools may not find all dependencies as prior work [72] has shown that computing all test dependencies is an NP-complete problem. Also, a developer may have made changes that invalidate some of the existing test dependencies or introduce new test dependencies, but the developer does not properly update the input test dependencies.

4 EVALUATION OF GENERAL APPROACH

Section 2 shows how both human-written and automatically-generated test suites with OD tests have OD-test failures when developers apply traditional, unenhanced regression testing algorithms on these test suites. To address this issue, we apply our general approach described in Section 3 to enhance 12 regression testing algorithms and evaluate them with the following metrics.

- **Effectiveness of reducing OD-test failures:** the reduction in the number of OD-test failures after using the enhanced algorithms. Ideally, every test should pass, because we confirm that all tests pass in the original order on the versions that we evaluate on (the same projects and versions from Section 2.2). This metric is the most important desideratum.

- **Efficiency of orders:** how much longer-running are orders produced by the enhanced regression testing algorithms than those produced by the unenhanced algorithms.

4.1 Methodology

To evaluate 12 enhanced regression testing algorithms, we start with firstVer for each of the evaluation projects described in Section 2.2. Compared to the unenhanced algorithms, the only additional input that the enhanced algorithms require is test dependencies \( D \). These test dependencies \( D \) and the other metadata needed by the regression testing algorithms are computed on firstVer of each evaluation project. The details on how we compute test dependencies for our evaluation are in Section 4.2. With \( D \) and the other inputs required by the unenhanced and enhanced algorithms, we then evaluate these algorithms on subseqVer of the projects.

In between firstVer and subseqVer there may be tests that exist in one but not the other. We refer to tests that exist in firstVer as old tests and for tests that are introduced by developers in a future version as new tests. When running the old tests on future versions, we use the enhanced algorithms, which use coverage or
time information from firstVer (also needed by the unenhanced algorithms) and D. Specifically, for all of the algorithms, we use the following procedure to handle changes in tests between firstVer and a subseqVer.

1. The test in firstVer is skipped if subseqVer no longer contains the corresponding test.
2. Similar to most traditional regression testing algorithms, we treat tests with the same fully-qualified name in firstVer and subseqVer as the same test.
3. We ignore new tests (tests in subseqVer but not in firstVer), because both unenhanced and enhanced regression testing algorithms would treat these tests the same (i.e., run all of these tests before or after old tests).

### 4.2 Computing Test Dependencies

Developers can obtain test dependencies for a test suite by (1) manually specifying the test dependencies, or (2) using automatic tools to compute the test dependencies [26, 29, 44, 65, 72]. For our evaluation, we obtain test dependencies through the latter approach, using automatic tools, because we want to evaluate the scenario of how any developer can benefit from our enhanced algorithms without having to manually specify test dependencies. Among the automatic tools to compute test dependencies, both DTDetector [72] and iDFlakes [44] suggest that randomizing a test suite many times is the most cost effective way to compute test dependencies. For our evaluation, we choose to use DTDetector since it is the more widely cited work on computing test dependencies. Before we compute test dependencies, we first filter out tests that are flaky but are not OD tests (e.g., tests that are flaky due to concurrency [44, 47]) for each of our evaluation projects. We filter these tests by running each test suite 100 times in its original order and removing all tests that had test failures. We remove these tests since they can fail for other reasons and would have the same chance of affecting unenhanced and enhanced algorithms. To simulate how developers would compute test dependencies on a current version to use on future versions, we compute test dependencies on a prior version (firstVer) of a project’s test suite and use them with our enhanced algorithms on future versions (subseqVers).

#### 4.2.1 DTDetector

DTDetector [72] is a tool that detects test dependencies by running a test suite in a variety of different orders and observing the changes in the test outcomes. DTDetector outputs a test dependency if it observes a test \( t \) to pass in one order (denoted as \( po \)) and fail in a different order (denoted as \( fo \)). Typically, \( t \) depends on either some tests that run before \( t \) in \( po \) to be dependee tests in a positive test dependency (some tests must always run before \( t \)), or some tests that run before \( t \) in \( fo \) to be dependee tests in a negative test dependency (some tests must always run after \( t \)). \( t \) can also have both a positive dependee test and a negative dependee test; this case is rather rare, and we do not observe such a case in our evaluation projects. DTDetector outputs the minimal set of test dependencies by delta-debugging [28, 68] the list of tests coming before \( t \) in \( po \) and \( fo \) to remove as many tests as possible, while still causing \( t \) to output the same test outcome.

When we use DTDetector directly as its authors intended, we find that DTDetector’s reordering strategies require many hours to run and are designed to search for test dependencies by randomizing test orders; however, we are interested in test dependencies only in the orders that arise from regression testing algorithms. To address this problem, we extend DTDetector to compute test dependencies using the output of the regression testing algorithms. This strategy is in contrast to DTDetector’s default strategies, which compute test dependencies for a variety of orders that may not resemble the outputs of regression testing algorithms. Specifically, for test prioritization or test parallelization, we use the orders produced by the unenhanced algorithms. DTDetector will find test dependencies for any test that fails in these orders, since these tests now have a passing order (all tests must have passed in the original order) and a failing order. Using these two orders, DTDetector will minimize the list of tests before an OD test, and we would then use the minimized list as test dependencies for the enhanced algorithms.

If the new test dependencies with the enhanced algorithms cause new failing OD tests, we repeat this process again until the orders for the enhanced algorithms no longer cause any OD-test failure. For test selection, we simply combine and use all of the test dependencies that we find for the test prioritization and test parallelization algorithms. We use the other algorithms’ orders because it is difficult to predict test selection orders on future versions, i.e., the tests selected in one version will likely be different than the tests selected in another version. This methodology simulates what developers would do: they know what regression testing algorithm to use but do not know what changes they will make in the future.

#### 4.2.2 Time to Precompute Dependencies

Developers should not compute test dependencies as they are performing regression testing. Instead, as we show in our evaluation, test dependencies can be collected on the current version and be reused later. Developers can compute test dependencies infrequently and offline. Recomputing test dependencies can be beneficial if new test dependencies are needed or if existing test dependencies are no longer needed because of the developers’ recent changes. While the developers are working between versions \( v_i \) and \( v_{i+1} \), they can use that time to compute test dependencies. Table 7 shows the time in seconds to compute the test dependencies that we use in our

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Suite run time human</th>
<th>Auto</th>
<th>Time to compute test dependencies</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>Auto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>184.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1769</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>- 396</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Average time in seconds to run the test suite and average time to compute test dependencies for an OD test. “Prioritization” and “Parallelization” show the average time per algorithm, while “All 6” shows the average time across all 6 algorithms. “-” denotes cases that have no OD test for all algorithms of a particular technique.
Table 8: Percentage of how many fewer OD-test failures occur in the test suites produced by the enhanced algorithms compared to those produced by the unenhanced algorithms. Higher percentages indicate that the test suites by the enhanced algorithms have fewer OD-test failures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Prioritization</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Parallelization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows the average time to compute test dependencies per OD test across all test prioritization or parallelization algorithms (for the columns under “Prioritization” and “Parallelization”, respectively), and the time under “All 6” is the average time to compute dependencies per OD test across all six test prioritization and parallelization algorithms (as explained in Section 4.2.1, the test dependencies that test selection uses are the combination of those from test prioritization and parallelization). The reported time includes the time for checks such as rerunning failing tests multiple times to ensure that it is actually an OD test (i.e., it is not flaky for other reasons) as to avoid the computation of non-existent test dependencies.

Although the time to compute test dependencies is substantially more than the time to run the test suite, we can see from Tables 4 and 7 that the time between versions is still much more than the time to compute test dependencies. For example, while it takes about half an hour, on average, to compute test dependencies per OD test in M3’s human-written test suite, the average number of days between the versions of M3 is about 10 days, thus still giving developers substantial time in between versions to compute test dependencies. Although such a case does not occur in our evaluation, even if the time between $v_i$ and $v_{i+1}$ is less than the time to compute test dependencies, the computation can start running on $v_i$ while traditional regression testing algorithms (that may waste developers’ time due to OD-test failures) can still run on $v_{i+1}$. Once computation finishes, the enhanced regression testing algorithms can start using the computed test dependencies starting at the current version of the code (e.g., version $v_{i+1}$ when the computation starts on $v_i$). As we show in Section 4.3, these test dependencies are still beneficial many versions after they are computed.

### 4.3 Reducing Failures

Table 8 shows the reduction in the number of OD-test failures from the orders produced by the enhanced algorithms compared to those produced by the unenhanced algorithms. We denote cases that have no OD tests (as we find in Section 2.4) as "n/a", and cases where the unenhanced algorithms do not produce an order that causes any OD-test failures as "-". Higher percentages indicate that the enhanced algorithms are more effective than the unenhanced algorithms at reducing OD-test failures.

Concerning human-written tests, we see that enhanced prioritization and parallelization algorithms are very effective at reducing the number of OD-test failures. In fact, the enhanced prioritization and parallelization algorithms reduce the number of OD-test failures by 100% across all of the evaluation projects. For test selection, the algorithms reduce the number of OD-test failures by 79%. This percentage is largely influenced by M3, where the enhanced selection orders surprisingly lead to more failures than the unenhanced orders as indicated by the negative number (-25%) in the table.

There are two main reasons for why an enhanced order can still have OD-test failures: (1) changes from later versions introduce new tests that are OD tests and are not in firstVer, and (2) the computed test dependencies from firstVer are incomplete; as such, the regression testing algorithms would have OD-test failures due to the missing test dependencies. In the case of (1), if this case were to happen, then both enhanced and unenhanced orders would be equally affected, and for our evaluation, we simply ignored all newly added tests. In the case of (2), it is possible that the test dependencies computed on firstVer are incomplete for the same OD tests on a new version, either because the missing test dependencies are not captured on firstVer or because the test initially is not an OD test in firstVer but becomes one due to newly introduced test dependencies in the new version. In fact, for M3’s human-written test selection results, we see that the reason for why the enhanced orders have more OD-test failures is that the enhanced orders in later versions expose a test dependency that is missing from what is computed on firstVer. As we describe in Section 4.2, to efficiently compute test dependencies on firstVer, we use only the orders of test prioritization and test parallelization instead of many random orders as done in some previous work [44, 72]. It is important to note that such a case occurs in our evaluation only for M3, but nonetheless, this case does demonstrate the challenge of computing test dependencies effectively and efficiently.

For automatically-generated tests, the enhanced algorithms are also quite effective at reducing OD-test failures, though they are not as effective as the enhanced algorithms for human-written tests. For test selection, only M3’s unenhanced orders have OD-test failures, and the enhanced orders completely remove all of the OD-test failures across all versions. Specifically, the OD test that fails is missing a positive dependee test, and the enhanced test selection algorithms would add in that missing positive dependee test into the selected tests, which prevents the OD-test failure. Similarly, the enhanced test parallelization algorithms also add in some missing positive dependee tests, leading to a reduction in OD-test failures. Once again though, there are still some OD-test failures because some test dependencies were not captured on firstVer.

In summary, we find that the orders produced by all of the enhanced regression testing algorithms collectively reduce the number of OD-test failures by 81% and 71% for human-written and automatically-generated tests, respectively. When considering both human-written and automatically-generated tests together, the enhanced regression testing algorithms produce orders that reduce the number of OD-test failures by 80% compared to the orders produced by the unenhanced algorithms.
4.4 Efficiency

To accommodate test dependencies, our enhanced regression testing algorithms may add extra tests to the orders produced by the unenhanced test selection or parallelization algorithms ($T_a$ on Line 4 in Figure 2). The added tests can make the orders produced by the enhanced algorithms run slower than those produced by the unenhanced algorithms. Table 9 shows the slowdown of running the orders from the enhanced test selection and parallelization algorithms. We do not compare the time for orders where the enhanced and unenhanced algorithms produce the exact same orders (not only just running the same tests but also having the same ordering of the tests), since both orders should have the same running time modulo noise. We mark projects that have the same orders for enhanced and unenhanced with “=” in Table 9. For parallelization, we compare the runtime of the longest running subsuite from the enhanced algorithms to the runtime of the longest running subsuite from the unenhanced algorithms. For each of the projects in Table 9, we compute the percentage by summing up the runtimes for all of the enhanced orders in the project, subtracting the summed up runtimes for all of the unenhanced orders, and then dividing the summed up runtimes for all of the unenhanced orders. The overall percentage in the final row is computed the same way except we sum up the runtimes for the orders across all of the projects.

Overall, we see that the slowdown is rather small, and the small speedups (indicated by negative numbers) are mainly due to noise in the tests’ runtime. For test parallelization of automatically-generated tests, we observe a few cases that do not appear to be due to noise in the tests’ runtime though. Specifically, we see that there are often speedups even when tests are added to satisfy test dependencies (e.g., M10). We find that in these cases the enhanced orders are faster because the OD-test failures encountered by the unenhanced orders actually slow down the test suite runtime more than the tests added to the enhanced orders that prevent the OD-test failures. This observation further demonstrates that avoiding OD-test failures is desirable, because doing so not only helps developers avoid having to debug non-existent faults in their changes, but can also potentially speed up test suite runtime.

The overall test suite runtime slowdown of the enhanced algorithms compared to the unenhanced ones is 1% across all of the orders produced and across all types of tests (human-written and automatically-generated) for all of the evaluation projects.

4.5 Findings

Our evaluation suggests the following two main findings.

Reducing Failures. The enhanced regression testing algorithms can reduce the number of OD-test failures by 81% for human-written test suites. The enhanced algorithms are less effective for automatically-generated test suites, reducing OD-test failures by 71%, but the unenhanced algorithms for these test suites generally cause fewer OD-test failures. Across all regression testing algorithms, the enhanced algorithms produce orders that cause 80% fewer OD-test failures than the orders produced by the unenhanced algorithms.

Efficiency. Our enhanced algorithms produce orders that run only marginally slower than those produced by the unenhanced algorithms. Specifically, for test selection and test parallelization, the orders produced by the enhanced algorithms run only 1% slower than the orders produced by the unenhanced algorithms.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 General Approach vs. Customized Algorithms

In our work, we focus on a general approach for enhancing existing regression testing algorithms. Our approach works on any output of these existing regression testing algorithms to create an enhanced order that satisfies the provided test dependencies. While our approach works for many different algorithms that produce an order, it may not generate the most optimal order for the specific purpose of the regression testing algorithm being enhanced.

For example, we enhance the orders produced by test parallelization algorithms by adding in the missing tests for an OD test to pass on the machine where it is scheduled to run. A more customized test parallelization algorithm could consider the test dependencies as it decides which tests get scheduled to which machines. If the test dependencies are considered at this point during the test parallelization algorithms, then it could create faster, more optimized scheduling of tests across the machines. However, such an approach would be specific to test parallelization (and may even need to be specialized to each particular test parallelization algorithm) and may not generalize to other regression testing algorithms. Nevertheless, it can be worthwhile for future work to explore customized regression testing algorithms that accommodate test dependencies.

5.2 Cost to Provide Test Dependencies

Developers may create OD tests purposefully to optimize test execution time by doing some expensive setup in one test and have that setup be shared with other, later-running tests. If developers are aware that they are creating such tests, then the human cost for providing test dependencies to our enhanced algorithms is low. If developers are not purposefully creating OD tests, and they are unaware that they are creating OD tests, then it would be beneficial to rely on automated tools to discover such OD tests for them.
and use the outputs of these tools for our enhanced algorithms, as we demonstrate in our evaluation. The cost to automatically compute test dependencies (machine cost) is cheaper than the cost for developers to investigate test failures (human cost). Herzig et al. [33] quantified human and machine cost. They reported that the cost to inspect one test failure for whether it is a flaky-test failure is $9.60 on average, and the total cost of these inspections can be about $7 million per year for products such as Microsoft Dynamics. They also reported that machines cost $0.03 per minute. For our experiments, the longest time to compute test dependencies for an OD test is for M3, needing about half an hour, which equates to just about $0.90.

5.3 Removing OD Tests
OD-test failures that do not indicate faults in changes are detrimental to developers in the long run, to the point that, if these failures are not handled properly, one might wonder why a developer does not just remove these OD tests entirely. However, it is important to note that these tests function exactly as they are intended (i.e., finding faults in the code under test) when they are run in the original order. Therefore, simply removing them would mean compromising the quality of the test suite to reduce OD-test failures, being often an unacceptable tradeoff. Removing OD tests is especially undesirable for developers who are purposefully writing them for the sake of faster testing [6], evident by the over 197k Java files (on GitHub) that use some JUnit annotations or TestNG attributes to control the ordering of tests as of May 2020. As such, we hope to provide support for accommodating OD tests not just for regression testing algorithms but for different testing tasks. We believe that our work on making regression testing algorithms dependent-test-aware is an important step in this direction.

5.4 Evaluation Metrics
In our evaluation, we focus on the reduction in the number of OD-test failures in enhanced orders over unenhanced orders as well as the potential increase in testing time due to the additional tests that we may need for test selection and test parallelization (Section 4.4). Concerning test prioritization algorithms, prior work commonly evaluates them using Average Percentage of Faults Detected (APFD) [56, 67]. Traditionally, researchers evaluate the quality of different test prioritization algorithms by seeding faults/mutants into the code under test and running the tests on the faulty code, and then mapping what tests detect which seeded fault/mutant. To compare the orders produced by the different test prioritization algorithms, researchers would measure APFD for each order, which represents how early an order has a test that detects each fault/mutant.

In our work, we use real-world software that does not have failing tests due to faults in the code, ensured by choosing versions where the tests pass in the original order (Section 2.3). We do not seed faults/mutants as we want to capture the effects of real software evolution. As such, we do not and cannot measure APFD because there would be no test failures due to faults in the code under test; APFD would simply be undefined in such cases. Any test failures that we observe would be either OD-test failures or test failures due to other sources of flakiness.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
A threat to validity is that our evaluation considers only 11 modules from 8 Java projects. These modules may not be representative causing our results not to generalize. Our approach might behave differently on different programs, such as ones from different application domains or those not written in Java.

Another threat to validity is our choice of 12 traditional regression testing algorithms. Future work could evaluate other algorithms based on static code analysis, system models, history of known faults, and test execution results, and so forth. Future work could also enhance other techniques that run tests out of order, such as mutation testing [59, 69, 70], test factoring [23, 58, 66], and experimental debugging techniques [63, 68, 71].

Another threat is the presence of non-order-dependent flaky tests when we compute test dependencies. Non-order-dependent tests may also affect the metrics that we use for the regression testing algorithms (e.g., coverage and timing of tests can be flaky), thereby affecting the produced orders. We mitigate this threat by filtering out non-order-dependent flaky tests through the rerunning of tests in the original order. We also suggest that developers use tools [44, 60] to identify these tests and remove or fix them; a developer does not gain much from a test whose failures they would ignore. In future work, we plan to evaluate the impact of these issues and to improve our algorithms to directly handle these non-order-dependent tests.

7 RELATED WORK
7.1 Test Dependence Definitions and Studies
Treating test suites as sets of tests [34] and assuming test independence is common practice in the testing literature [20, 32, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 50–52, 56, 57, 62, 63, 70, 71]. Little prior research considered test dependencies in designing or evaluating testing techniques.

Bergelson and Exman [18] described a form of test dependencies informally: given two tests that each pass, the composite execution of these tests may still fail. That is, if $t_1$ and $t_2$ executed by themselves pass, executing the sequence $⟨t_1, t_2⟩$ in the same context may fail. In the context of databases, Kapfhammer and Soffa [39] formally defined independent test suites and distinguished them from other suites. However, this definition focuses on program and database states that may not affect actual test outcomes [15, 16, 39]. We use a definition of OD test [72] based on test outcomes. Huo and Clause [36] studied assertions that depend on inputs not controlled by the tests themselves.

Some prior work [14, 27, 47] studied the characteristics of flaky tests—tests that have non-deterministic outcomes. Test dependencies do not imply non-determinism: a test may non-deterministically pass/fail without being affected by any other test. Non-determinism does not imply test dependencies: a program may have no sources of non-determinism, but two of its tests can be dependent. One line of work that mentions test determinism as an assumption defines it too narrowly, with respect to threads but ignoring code interactions with the external environment [32, 52]. Furthermore, a test may deterministically pass/fail even if it performs non-deterministic operations. Unlike our work in this paper, the preceding prior work neither evaluated the impact of OD-test failures on regression testing techniques, nor proposed an approach to accommodate them.
7.2 Techniques to Detect Test Dependencies

Various techniques have been proposed to detect test dependencies automatically. PolDet [29] finds tests that pollute the shared state — tests that modify some location on the heap shared across tests or on the file system. However, the tests that PolDet detects do not fail themselves, and while they pollute shared state, no other tests currently in the test suite may fail due to that polluted shared state. In contrast, we use DTDetector [72], which not only dynamically identifies dependee polluting tests but also identifies the tests that depend on and fail due to the polluted state (OD tests). DTDetector can also identify test dependencies caused by other factors, such as database and network access. Biagiola et al. [19] studied test dependencies within web applications, noting the challenges in tracking the test dependencies in shared state between server- and client-side parts of web applications. They proposed a technique for detecting these test dependencies based on string analysis and natural language processing. Waterloo et al. [65] built a static analysis tool to detect inter-test and external dependencies. Electric Test [17] over-approximates test dependencies by analyzing data dependencies of tests. The tool is not publicly available, but the authors informed us that the work was continued by Gambi et al. into PRADET [26], which also outputs test dependencies. We have tried using PRADET but encountered issues with it on some of our projects. Lam et al. [44] released iDFlakies, a toolset similar to DTDetector. Both toolsets come with similar strategies, namely to run tests in different orders as to detect OD tests. We choose to use DTDetector instead of iDFlakies since DTDetector is the more widely cited work. Lam et al. also released a dataset of flaky tests, with ~50% OD tests and we use their dataset for our evaluation.

7.3 Techniques for Managing Flaky Tests

Only a few techniques and tools have been developed to prevent or accommodate the impact of test dependence. Some testing frameworks provide mechanisms for developers to specify the order in which tests must run. For tests written in Java, JUnit since version 4.11 supports executing tests in lexicographic order by test method name [5], while TestNG [12] supports execution policies that respect programmer-written dependence annotations. Other frameworks such as DepUnit [10], Cucumber [9], and Spock [1] also provide similar mechanisms for developers to manually define test dependencies. These test dependencies specified by developers could be used directly by our general approach, or to improve the test dependencies computed using automatic tools (by adding missing or removing unnecessary test dependencies). Haidry and Miller [30] proposed test prioritization that prioritizes tests based on their number of OD tests, hypothesizing that running tests with more test dependencies is more likely to expose faults. In our work, we enhance traditional test prioritization algorithms (along with other regression testing algorithms) to satisfy test dependencies.

VMVM [16] is a technique for accommodating test dependencies through a modified runtime environment. VMVM’s runtime resets the reachable shared state (namely, the parts of the in-memory heap reachable from static variables in Java) between test runs. The restoration is all done within one JVM execution of all tests, providing benefits of isolation per test without needing to start/stop separate JVMs per test. Similar to the work by Kapfhammer and Soffa [39], VMVM considers a test as an OD test if it accesses a memory location that has been written by another test, being neither necessary nor sufficient to affect the test outcome. Note that VMVM does not aim to detect OD tests, and resets shared state for all tests, regardless of pollution or not. In our work, we focus on coping with OD tests run in a single, standard JVM, and propose enhanced regression testing algorithms to accommodate test dependencies as to reduce OD-test failures. Nemo [46] is a tool that considers test dependencies for test suite minimization. Our work aims at different regression testing techniques and can be used in conjunction with Nemo. iFixFlakies [61] is a tool for automatically fixing OD tests. iFixFlakies relies on finding code from “helpers,” which are tests in the existing test suite that prevent OD-test failures when run before an OD test, to fix the OD tests. However, iFixFlakies cannot fix OD tests if these OD tests have no helpers. Developers would still need to use our enhanced algorithms that avoid OD-test failures even when there are no helpers or when they plan on using test dependencies to run their tests faster. Lam et al. [43] presented FaTB, a technique for accommodating Async Wait-related flaky tests. FaTB automatically finds the time tests should wait for asynchronous method calls to reduce the test-runtime and frequency of flaky-test failures. Our enhanced algorithms accommodate OD tests, which are a different type of flaky tests than Async Wait-related ones.

8 CONCLUSION

Test suites often contain OD tests, but traditional regression testing techniques ignore test dependencies. In this work, we have empirically investigated the impact of OD tests on regression testing algorithms. Our evaluation results show that 12 traditional, dependent-test-unaware regression testing algorithms produce orders that cause OD-test failures in 82% of the human-written test suites and 100% of the automatically-generated test suites that contain OD tests. We have proposed a general approach that we then use to enhance the 12 regression testing algorithms so that they are dependent-test-aware. We have made these 12 algorithms and our general approach publicly available [8]. Developers can use the enhanced algorithms with test dependencies manually provided or automatically computed using various tools, and the enhanced algorithms are highly effective in reducing the number of OD-test failures. Our proposed enhanced algorithms produce orders that result in 80% fewer OD-test failures, while being 1% slower to run than the unenhanced algorithms.
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